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Abstract

While hardware consistently evolves to become more energy efficient and support green IT strategies, the technology that companies currently use may be optimized to avoid excessive expenses as well as prevent further power consumption. Substandard software programming can consume more hardware resources than necessary. Excessive calls and code that causes the system to crash can quickly increase a company’s carbon footprint. By focusing on the structural quality of software, companies can find and improve the efficiency of their applications’ underlying code, as well as reduce defects that cause outages. CAST’s Green IT Index is a composite of selected programming best practices that significantly impact the efficiency and robustness of your applications. Integrated as part of CAST’s Application Analytics Dashboard, you can quickly drill down to analyze specific best practice violations for all your applications. The Green IT Index helps IT leaders: reduce costs associated with wasted hardware resources; improve overall software quality; promote an environmentally conscious culture within the development team.
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